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CHEP manages, maintains, transports, and supplies more than 300 million 
platforms around the world for thousands of customers. CHEP’s equipment 
supports the construction, handling and transport of efficient and sustainable 
product loads. 

This case study looks at a pan-European blended learning programme, 
designed and implemented by IGD across 2017.
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of businesses spend more time 
analysing raw data than taking 
action based on the insight 
derived from it

of businesses have an anticipatory 
approach to data collection

of businesses have an insight team to 
report and diagnose performance 
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46%

49%

41%

2 3 41

CHEP’s strategic priorities

1

2 3
4
5

Network
Grow and strengthen its network advantage

Innovate
Innovate to create new value, while understanding 
the implications of change in the retail landscape 

Talent
Develop world-class talent

Efficiency
Deliver operational and organisational 
efficiencies

Capital
Drive disciplined capital allocation and 
improved cash generation

1

2

3

4
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Blended 
learning:
Why now?
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In our latest skills survey, 39% of 
respondents identified a reduction in the 
availability of training within their 
business over the last few years.

Upon investigation, we’ve found that this 
is driven by two primary factors:
 a reduction in training budgets
 a lack of time to dedicate for 

traditional, face-to-face learning 
interventions

As the move away from formal 
interventions continues, blended learning 
is increasingly seen as a viable 
alternative.

What is blended learning?
Blended learning combines aspects of traditional face-to-face training with online 
learning elements, such as videos, webinars and e-lessons along with experiential 
components. It’s the combination of delivery mechanics that ensure a blended 
experience.
With a blended learning environment, participants can pick and choose the intensity of 
their training at their own pace. If an urgent request comes in, they can simply choose 
to come back later. It’s this flexibility that is proving so popular for many.

Source: Supply Chain Training: Creating real impact - IGD Research

BLENDED

Time and budget constraints



A business 
transformation 
programme
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Following strong growth in some global 
markets, CHEP was keen to ramp up regional 
performance. 
CHEP wanted to be on the front foot and 
ahead of the curve, ready to serve an industry 
faced with a number of new and complex 
challenges.
An increasingly omnichannel landscape 
represents a number of opportunities for 
CHEP. Diversification into new solution areas 
such as Last Mile Solutions represents one 
of these.
For the CHEP commercial team, 
demonstrating the added value of CHEP’s 
solutions was a key challenge.
CHEP also wanted to enhance its 
organisational capability, enabling it to have 
the right conversations to create relevant 
solutions.

Changing external environment

Blended learning Cross functional & 
multi-seniority

Europe and beyond

Through using CHEP’s 
learning management 
system, hosted by 
Cornerstone, CHEP 
was able to trigger 
timed events.
This meant that a 
curated pathway could 
be created ahead of 
each face-to-face 
learning intervention.

The large group size 
(approx. 350 commercial 
employees), meant 
training a mixed ability 
and cross-functional 
group.
To overcome these 
challenges, sub-groups 
were created by job role 
to enhance relevance 
and create a value-add 
experience for all.

Having begun with 15 
markets across Europe, 
versions of this 
programme have since 
been delivered in Saudi 
Arabia and Dubai.
With each market, 
specific tailoring was 
required to build in the 
local market dynamics 
and to secure realistic 
and achievable 
objectives.
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Journey to success

SEP 16’

IGD completes the 
first retail 
immersion 

experience with the 
CHEP senior 

leadership team in 
Toronto, Canada

OCT 16’

IGD meets with Mike 
Pooley, President, 

CHEP EMEA and the  
CHEP learning & 

development team to 
agree learning 

objectives for a pan-
European business 
change programme

NOV 16’

A client 
consultation is 

completed with key 
CHEP influencers 

and the cross-
functional 

programme is 
designed 

MAR 17’ - JAN 18’

Roll out of 
programme to 20 
cohorts across 15 
European markets

FEB 17’

Pilot programme 
undertaken with U.K 

commercial team

Feedback collated 
and amends made 
before next session

2 3 41



Module 
learning 
objectives
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1. Broaden your perspective on 
the industry and consider the 
impact CHEP has on the end-to-
end chain

2. Be inspired to make changes 
through learning about the levers 
available to CHEP by investigating 
examples of industry best 
practice

3. Develop an action plan that 
challenges what CHEP does, why 
they do it and how best to 
implement new learnings

1. Better understand the shopper 
end of the supply chain and 
evaluate the chain from the shelf 
back. 

2. Discover the real issues 
affecting the product reaching the 
shelf and in the last mile.

3. Identify potential customers, 
projects and key stakeholders to 
transform learnings into 
opportunities

1. Be able to identify key 
stakeholders and decision 
makers within retailer and 
manufacturer organisations that 
impact display and supply chain 
solutions

2. Use a ‘deep’ understanding of 
retailer and manufacturer needs to 
identify opportunities and 
appropriate solutions 

3. Be able to create compelling 
commercial propositions that 
convert identified opportunities into 
incremental revenue streams

Workshop 1:                
Winning with Customers

Workshop 2:                
Winning with Supply Chain

Experiential Workshop 3:             
Winning at the Shelf



IGD’s bespoke blended learning programme
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Webinar 1
Why 

shoppers 
matter

Webinar 2
Retailer & 

supplier
response

Webinar 3
Changing 
European 

market

Webinar 4
Future 
retail

supply chain

Webinar 5
OSA &

efficiency

Webinar 6
Collaborative
engagement

Webinar 7
Data to 
insights

Webinar 8
Last mile 
solutions

Face to face-
Facilitated workshop

Winning with Customers

Face to face-
Facilitated workshop

Winning with Supply Chain

Experiential In-store workshop

Winning at the shelf



Core 
programme 
components
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 8 x 30minute modules, accessible 
at timed trigger points across the 
three-month programme.

 Hosted on CHEP’s LMS platform 
and accessed at users own pace.

 Covering a range of topics:
 Shopper Behaviour
 European retail market
 Future supply chains
 Collaboration
 Supply Chain Efficiency

 One-day facilitated workshop, 
including pre-work activity

 Topics covered:
 Connecting retailer & 

manufacturer objectives
 Driving growth through changing 

shopper behaviour
 Understanding influencers and 

needs at retailers and 
manufacturers

 Where can CHEP leverage its 
capability to meet these needs?

 One-day facilitated workshop, 
including pre-work activity

 Topics covered:
 Supply chain evolution, the 

difference between push and pull
 Balancing the inventory, waste 

and availability conundrum
 Key KPI’s for success
 The replenishment challenge
 Collaboration in action

 1.5 day experiential, hands-on 
workshop, including pre-work 
activity

 Topics covered:
 Unloading and pre-sorting a 

delivery
 Achieving a case fill replenishment 

rate across three categories
 Review and exhibition of learnings
 Identifying the ‘so what’
 Key reflections, next steps

Webinars Workshop 1 - Winning with 
Customers

Workshop 2 - Winning with 
Supply Chain

Workshop 3 - Winning at 
the shelf



Response and 
outcomes
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“The Hierarchy 
of Needs was 
a great way of 
visualising and 
thinking about 

priorities”
“I can now 
Identify a 

hierarchy of 
needs for our 

contacts”

“We need to 
sell 

benefits not 
features!”

“Participants were better 
able to understand the 
complexities faced by 

our own customers and 
be able to suggest 
ways that CHEP 

might be able to help 
them address their 

challenges” “A great overview of 
the shoppers and 
behaviours driving 

retailers and 
manufacturer’s 

strategies”

“Key learning-
Understanding 

different 
shopping 

missions & 
shopping 
modes”

“I now have a 
greater 

understanding of 
the motivations 
of retailers and 
manufacturers”

“I now have a 
better 

understanding 
of retailers

beyond supply 
chain”

“I now know 
how to connect 

CHEP 
solutions with 

customer 
needs”

“Improving 
your 

network
is key”

“Great format 
for 

understanding 
customer 
needs”



Highlights
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Over 350 people trained, across 15 
European markets in 2017.

A greater understanding of the end to end 
supply chain and how shopper 
behaviour influences the process.

Increased use of social media platforms such as 
Yammer, LinkedIn & Twitter to share 
learnings

Multiple opportunities unlocked to help 
address challenges faced by manufacturers 
and retailers.

Innovative ideas and projects launched. Including 
new CHEP solutions being introduced to 
different markets across Europe & Middle East.

Improved relationships with retailers and creation 
of one-to-one contacts at store level to ‘test 
and learn’ new ideas.

Scale

End to end

Social 
engagement

Shopper 
challenges

Innovation

Relationships



Summary & 
next steps
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Supply Chain Training:  
Creating real impact Next steps

IGD recently published research 
looking at how food and grocery 
businesses are creating real 
impact in their learning and 
development interventions.

Find out more.

Following a successful first year 
and over 350 individuals completing 
the programme, there is potential to 
grow the programme further.

To ensure motivation remains high 
and that learning continues, 
continued access to new insights 
will be required. Access to IGD’s 
Retail Analysis and Supply Chain 
Analysis platforms will help support 
this.

Providing opportunities to 
demonstrate learnings and test 
new ideas is critical to ensure that 
opportunities are uncovered and 
that success is realised.



What next?
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Sign up for your weekly newsletter

REGISTER HEREAuthor: Alex Edge,                      
Supply Chain Capability Manager

Alex joined IGD in 2015 and has over a 
decade of supply chain management 
experience in various blue chip 
organisations. Prior to joining IGD, Alex 
worked at United Biscuits where he was 
responsible for the Tesco and Waitrose 
accounts. 
Alex helps businesses build capability 
across the end to end supply chain.

Want to understand how IGD can 
help build capability in your 

business?

Get in touch:
alex.edge@igd.com

E-MAIL

Looking for more supply chain 
case studies?

Uncover the latest trends from                              
across the industry

SEE MORE


